J32       THE TEACHING OF LITERATURE
But if his mother, nurse, or infant teacher fail to seize
and develop it it may fade prematurely away, to he
called back to life, if at all, with difficulty later, when it
might have been cherished and sustained from infancy.
Interest i?i Reading
Be the reason what it may, by the time they come to
begin English most children in our Indian schools have
lost contact with the beauty of words, and are no longer
alive to seize in English what has not been presented
them in the vernacular.    But they have also reached an
age where interest in matter has supervened, if it has not
superseded the former.    The preliminary cultivation of
this interest in the matter of English literature is provided
for in the lessons on the cursory readers, and in the intro-
duction through these lessons to the independent reading
of suitable books in the school or class library.    To b&
sure, it is somewhat venturesome to dignify this interest
as literary, for it is often of that sensuous or even sensa-
tional order which the true lover of literature condemns,,
but the point we are making here is that in teaching
English we are preparing  the pupil for an interest to
awaken in him later, not that what he reads already is
of the highest literary order.    Pleasure in incident and
adventure and romance, in a thrilling story for the story's
sake, in tales of achievement, of wonderful inventions
and discoveries, of the possible in imagination though
impossible in present fact, this, if we can get the pupils
to take it, is the best prelude for their years to that
deeper and to us more abiding interest in the vicissitudes
and adventures of the human soul to which the pupil may
eventually grow through his own advance in experience
and thought and feeling, but can never attain by direct
teaching before his time.    When, therefore, the teacher of
English successfully introduces his pupils to the pleasures
of reading, and when they can take to English reading
with pleasu^ of their own accord, linguistic though his
primary purpose has been, and rightly, he may yet be
satisfied that he ia-opening one channel of approach to-
English literature.as understood by those older and wiser
a,racmg us who sometimes forget our years of little things*

